IF YOU LIVE ON CAMPUS, YOU’VE GOT...

HBO GO® & MAX GO®

With HBO GO® and MAX GO®, on-campus students get instant, unlimited access to HBO® and Cinemax® programming anytime, anywhere at no extra charge.

- Thousands of titles, including classic shows and new favorites
- Bonus features, extras, soundtracks and cast information
- New episodes of best-loved shows and hit movies as they premiere on HBO and Cinemax

HBO GO and MAX GO FAQ

How do I get access to HBO GO and MAX GO?
As long as you are a current student living in on-campus housing, you already have it! All you need to log in is your student username and password.

Who is eligible for these services?
Students who are enrolled and reside in on-campus housing get instant, unlimited access to HBO GO and MAX GO.

How do I sign in and get started with HBO GO and MAX GO?
Sign in takes just a few easy steps:
- Visit HBOGO.com or MAXGO.com or download the apps
- Click “Sign In” to select your school from the drop-down list
- Complete authentication by entering your school user ID and password and following the prompts

What devices can I use to access HBO GO and MAX GO?
Students can access HBO GO and MAX GO on a wide range of devices. For a complete list of accessible devices, please visit hbogo.com/#devices or maxgo.com/#devices.

Can I use these services off campus as well as on campus?
HBO GO and MAX GO are available anytime, anywhere—on or off campus. Game consoles and connected TV devices can only be used on the school’s campus network.

NOTE: HBO GO® and MAX GO® are only accessible in the US and certain US territories where a high-speed broadband connection is available. Minimum 3G connection is required for viewing on mobile devices. Some restrictions may apply. ©2015 Home Box Office, Inc. All rights reserved. HBO®, Cinemax® and related channels and service marks are the property of Home Box Office, Inc. All devices, titles and related trademarks are property of their respective owners.

For specific technical requirements for devices, go to hbogo.com/#devices or maxgo.com/#devices.